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Abstract—In recent years, researchers have taken notice that
virtual environments such as EverQuest II serve as a major
mechanism for socialization. In particular, educational research
has found virtual environments to be a sound venue for studying
learning, collaboration, social participation, literacy in online
space, and learning trajectory at the individual level as well
as at the group level. The present research is concerned with
learning in virtual environments and examines online player
performance in EverQuest II, a popular massively multiplayer
online role-playing game (MMORPG) developed by Sony Online
Entertainment. The study uses the game’s player performance
data to devise performance metrics for online players. The study
reports three major findings. First, we show that the game’s
point scaling system over-estimates performances of lower level
players and under-estimates performances of higher level players.
We present a novel point scaling system based on the game’s
player performance data that addresses the under-estimation and
over-estimation problems. Second, we present a highly accurate
predictive model for player performance as a function of past
behavior. Third, we show that playing in groups has impact
on player performance and that individual characteristics alone
are not sufficient for explaining individual’s performance, which
calls for a different set of performance metrics methods. The
discrepancy between the point scaling system in the game and
observed player performance can be used as a guide to modify the
existing system to better reflect the expected learning behaviors
in different levels.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games

(MMORPG) are personal computer or console based digital

games where thousands of players can simultaneously sign

on to the same online persistent virtual world to interact

and collaborate with each other through their in-game

characters. In recent years, researchers have taken notice that

virtual environments such as EverQuest II serve as a major

mechanism for socialization [18]. In particular, educational

psychology has found virtual environments to be a sound

venue for studying learning. Online communities and virtual

worlds alike frequent journals and conference proceedings in

the field of Learning Sciences. Learning takes place beyond

classroom doors, and virtual worlds have allowed researchers

to study learning in naturally occurring contexts [20]. A

more recent study [21] sets out to examine the discourse of

MMORPG gaming wherein the primary emphasis of research

lies in understanding individual-level participation, social

and material practices, literacy, community membership, and

individual learning trajectory in MMORPG’s.

Cognitive ethnography [23] has been considered to be the

proper method of research when it comes to investigating

such phenomena as learning behaviors and social interaction

behaviors. It is a field study wherein researchers sign onto

the games, see, and build their own experiences playing the

games with a goal of understanding social phenomena. Many

recent ethnographic research works have contributed to the

identification of common practices and protocols of virtual

communities in MMORPG’s in such aspects as articulation of

new forms of sociality in networked spaces [24]–[26], vibrant

learning in community settings [30]–[33], and new forms of

trading and profit making [34]–[37], and social identity, social

interaction and relationship formation [17].

A recent study reports that in studying video games, social

scientists and humanists each adopts a different set of method-

ologies in their studies. Further, it emphasizes the importance

of social scientists reaching out to humanists in that ”for

the advancement of science and understanding, both sets of

scholarship are important and relevant. Each has contributions

to make” [27]. In a similar manner, the computing sciences

carry a great deal of potential for making contributions to



virtual world studies. In contrast to the real world, from the

perspective of data gathering and analysis, the main advantage

of leveraging virtual worlds for social sciences studies is that

social interactions are much easier to capture and quantify

in virtual worlds. The speed and the scalability that todays

computing technologies enable allow for all sorts of social

interactions virtually anytime anywhere. Just as much virtual

worlds have changed the way people interact with the world

and with one another, they have changed the way data is

captured, stored, and analyzed in all aspects imaginable in

a much faster and larger scale.

The present research is concerned with learning in virtual

environments and examines online player performance in Ev-

erQuest II, a popular massively multiplayer online role-playing

game (MMORPG) developed by Sony Online Entertainment.

The study uses the game’s player performance data to devise

performance metrics for online players. The study reports three

major findings. First, we show that the game’s point scaling

system over-estimates performances of lower level players

and under-estimates performances of higher level players. We

present a novel point scaling system based on the game’s

player performance data that addresses the under-estimation

and over-estimation problems. Second, we present a highly

accurate predictive model for player performance as a function

of past behavior. Third, we show that playing in groups has

impact on player performance and that individual charac-

teristics alone are not sufficient for explaining individual’s

performance, which calls for a different set of performance

metrics methods. The discrepancy between the point scaling

system in the game and observed player performance can be

used as a guide to modify the existing system to better reflect

the expected learning behaviors in different levels.

B. Performance Metrics

In no other fields performance has been studied so exten-

sively for decades and quantitative measures developed with

a goal of optimizing the assembly line production, customer

satisfaction, and employee retention except in industrial engi-

neering especially in Operations Research. A branch of Op-

erations Research has long focused on manufacturing strategy

as defined by capabilities and resources. Further, it studies

how capabilities and resources are linked to manufacturing

performance. A previous study [46] discusses the relationship

between proprietary processes and equipment and manufac-

turing performance advantage. A more recent study [45]

shows that the incorporation of internal and external learning

into the aforementioned process contributes to manufacturing

performance. Assembly line balancing problem has been well

studied for decades. Most literature deals with traditional

assembly lines, which are usually single product assembly

lines. However, much of recent work on this subject over

the last decade has focused on measuring and optimizing

performance in team-oriented assembly lines. The main ob-

jective of assembly line balancing problem is to maximize

efficiency through minimization of idle time [38]–[40]. Along

the same line, prior literature exists that discuss more complex

systems. Mixed model assembly line is one such example, and

it assembles several models of the same product on the same

line [41]–[44].

The concept of expertise in the context of MMORPGs can

be defined as ”high, outstanding, and exceptional performance

which is domain-specific, stable over time, and related to

experience and practice” [47]. Further, excellence and ex-

perience constitute expertise, which is commonly associated

with knowledge, problem-solving skills, goal setting, feed-

back processing, and communication and cooperation” [47].

Another previous study argues that it is based largely in the

development of domain knowledge [48]. In virtual worlds,

through superior game achievement, experts display their su-

perior domain knowledge. In summary, expertise encompasses

three main aspects: achievement, performance, and domain

knowledge.

The present research is concerned with learning in virtual

environments and examines online player performance. In

much the same way manufacturing performance is measured

in terms of performance, quality and inventory [1], we define

performance in EverQuest II as a function of productivity

and quality. A detailed discussion of inventory aspect of

performance is beyond the scope of this paper. The resource

management nature of inventory management is better re-

flected in quest-related tasks as quests typically require that

individual players collaborate as a group where the group

composition is heterogeneous in terms of character classes (i.e.

healer, knight, etc.). Analyzing various inventory management

patterns as observed in MMORPG data may lead to better

understanding of how individual players can collaborate to

attain the most optimal performance as a group.

In the context of the game, productivity is defined as a

measure of how many tasks a given player completes and how

much points he gains as a result of completing the task(s)

in a given time duration. In Operations Research, quality is

talked about in terms of defects. In a similar manner, quality

is defined as a success ratio, which is a measure of how

successful a given player is at completing a task. In the

game, there are multiple types of tasks a player can perform.

Monster kills and quests are two prominent types of tasks

in EverQuest II. In the case of monster kills, success ratio

is formulated as (number of successful attempts) / (number

of successful attempts + number of unsuccessful attempts).

While attempting to kill a monster, a player can sustain

injuries where each injury carries a different damage amount

depending on the injury type. In this paper, we only focus

on the first definition of quality and that is the success ratio

without injury information taken into consideration. In the case

of quests, defining quality is not as straightforward because

quests often times involve multiple players playing together

each with a different set of skills. A careful analysis of impact

of group formation on individual players’ chances of success

must be conducted. A player is restricted to certain types of

tasks depending on his class. A careful analysis of impact of

task types on individual players’ chances of success must be

conducted. Only then we can define a good quality measure for



quests. In this paper, we explore the impact of group formation

on individual players’ success ratios in monster kills. A full

exploration of quality measures across all types of tasks in the

game is a planned addition to the current research.

C. Impact of Group Formation on Performance

Manufacturing plants over the years have adopted the for-

mation of work teams as a practice [2], [6], [7], [49]. Many

companies have adopted team approaches to produce high

quality products and services which would lead to improved

customer satisfaction [8]. Additionally, huge cost savings

coupled with quality improvements have been reported in

numerous studies [10]–[15]. A more recent study conducted

empirical studies on the impact of team formations at work-

places on manufacturing performance over an extended period

of time [16].

As is the case in manufacturing, team formation is a com-

mon occurrence in many MMORPG’s [26]–[28]. The games

are designed to encourage social interactions in such a way

that certain quests must be done as a group. Not only that,

certain quests require players each with a different set of

skills. In order to successfully complete a given quest, the

team members must collaborate and rely on one another. In

EverQuest II’s monster kills, a player can choose to group with

and collaborate with one or more players in killing monsters.

Such grouping behaviors are often observed in the case of

killing monsters. Also, novice players can team up with more

advanced players to get familiarized with the game via the

game’s Mentorship System. Yet another study reports that

having personal relationships and being part of groups and

communities and contributing to their developments constitute

much of the excitement of playing MMORPG’s and for that

reason, it is difficult to participate just a little [19].

The present study investigates the impact of team formation

on individual players’ performances: Is teaming up necessarily

better or worse for individual players? Does the answer to this

question vary depending on participating players’ levels?

II. EVERQUEST II GAME MECHANICS

A. Monster Kills and Point System in EverQuest II

EverQuest II is rich in types of tasks players can perform

with monster kills being one of the most popular. In monster

kills, each monster has a level and a sub-level. The two values

indicate the difficulty of a monster. The higher the two values,

the more difficult or challenging it is for a given player to kill

the monster. The monster level increase is not a monotonic

function (i.e., monster level 17 is not necessarily difficult than

monster level 16 because difficulty is an aggregate function of

monster levels and sub-levels). In successfully killing the mon-

ster, a player obtains points. The amount of points assigned is

dependent upon three factors: 1) monster’s level, 2) monster’s

sub-level, and 3) player’s level. Table I shows performance

data from killing a baby dune cobra. This example shows two

different levels of baby cobras: one having level 13 and sub-

level 5 and the other having level 15 and sub-level 5. Two

players of levels 16 and 19, respectively, performed the first

Monster M-Level M-Sub-level Player Level Points

Baby dune cobra 13 5 16 52

Baby dune cobra 13 5 19 12

Baby dune cobra 15 5 13 141

Baby dune cobra 15 5 21 27

Baby dune cobra 15 5 22 12

TABLE I
MONSTER LEVEL AND SUB-LEVEL

task and obtained scores of 52 and 12. In performing the same

task, the player with a lower level obtains more points. The

same trend is shown in the second example where three players

performed the same task, and the player with the lowest level

obtains the highest points amongst the three. These examples

illustrate how EverQuest II rewards adjusted points based on

task difficulty and player skill level.

B. Point Scaling System in EverQuest II

In EverQuest II, there is a concept of Ding Points, which

is the amount of points one needs to obtain in order to move

from one level to the next higher level [50]. For instance,

to move from Level 2 to Level 3, one needs to obtain 1000

points whereas 20,000 points are required to move from Level

73 to 74. The amount of ding points increases as one advances

to the next level. As players gain more experience with the

game and advance to higher levels, the types of tasks they can

perform increase and the task difficulty also increases. The

higher the task difficulty, the higher the potential point gain.

Does this increase in point gain scale well with the increase

in task difficulty?

Numerous online and offline posts and articles within gam-

ing circles report that the relative player rating systems and

point scaling systems are not perfect, often causing distress

in advanced players in that the systems over-reward low level

players and under-reward high level players. Sony’s EverQuest

II is no exception in that it adopts a relative point scaling

system which requires that higher level players accumulate

relatively more points than lower level players in order to

advance to the next level [50].

C. Performance-Based Point Scaling System

An experimental study is conducted to evaluate the existing

Ding Points-based Point Scaling System. The main objective

of any point scaling system should be to raise or lower

expectations in terms of performance based on the player’s

level so that advancing from Level i to Level i+1 carries the

same amount of difficulty throughout the different levels after

factoring in player skill. One way to verify that this condition

is currently being met in the game is to measure the average

time spent by players to advance from Level i to Level i + 1.

The reasoning behind the measurement of time spent working

on tasks is that time spent is generally proportional to task

difficulty. If players at Level i are spending substantially more

time than what is expected in the entire distribution from Level

i to Level i+1, it is an indication that the game’s ding points-



based point scaling system is imposing expectations too high,

and that it is not fair for players at Level i.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

A. Data Representation

The problem of a set of players performing a set of tasks

can be modeled using bipartite graphs. A bipartite graph is

a graph where nodes can be divided into two groups V1 and

V2 in such a way that no edge connects the vertices in the

same group. More formally, a bipartite graph G is defined as

G =〈V1

⋃

V2, E〉, where V1 = {pi|1 ≤ i ≤ k} and V2 =
{ti|1 ≤ i ≤ n}, E ⊂ V1 × V2 as shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Bipartite Graph - Players and Tasks

The edges are weighted. In our context edge weights repre-

sents the amounts of points gained by a player for completing

a task.

Model: The player performance data is represented as a

bipartite graph G =〈V1

⋃

V2, E〉, where V1 = {pi|1 ≤ i ≤ k}
and V2 = {ti|1 ≤ i ≤ n}, E ⊂ V1×V2. The graph is stored in

a k-by-n matrix M , where M(i, j) is the weight of the edge

〈i, j〉. Player-Task performances represnted as a graph similiar

to Figure 1 can be transformed to a matrix:

Mk×n =













23 200 0 0 0 ... 0
52 0 112 47 0 ... 0
77 0 148 65 12 ... 0
... 0 0 0 0 ... 0
0 0 98 55 0 ... 0













IV. PERFORMANCE METRICS

A. Productivity as a Performance Measure

Upon completing a task, a player obtains a certain amount

of points, which we call Experience (XP) points. Table Table II

Task Task Task Task Task Total

Player A 1 2 3 4 5
(Level 25) (50) (200) (120) (200) (300) 895 XP
Time spent 3 min 8 min 5 min 10 min 10 min 36 mins

Player B 5 6 7
(Level 25) (300) (250) (345) 895 XP
Time spent 12 min 10 min 14 min 36 mins

Player C 5 6 7
(Level 25) (300) (250) (345) 895 XP
Time spent 10 min 7 min 10 min 27 mins

Player D 10 11 12 13 14
(Level 25) (50) (40) (40) (50) (50) 230 XP
Time spent 3 min 1.25 min 1 min 2 min 2 min 9.25 mins

TABLE II
TASK PERFORMANCE AND EXPERIENCE POINTS

shows an example of performance data of four players A, B,

C, and D.

Case 1 - Differing Number of Tasks, Same XP Points,

Same Time Durations

Let us take performance data of Player A and B. Both players

gained 895 XP points in 36 minutes. However, Player A

completed five tasks to achieve this score whereas Player B

completed only three tasks to achieve the same.

Case 2 - Same Number of Tasks, Same XP Points,

Differing Time Durations

Let us take performance data of Player B and C. Both players

gained 895 XP points by completing three tasks. However,

Player B took less time than Player C to achieve this score.

Case 3 - Same Number of Tasks, Differing XP Points,

Differing Time Durations

Let us take performance data of Player A and D. Both players

completed five tasks. However, Player A achieved a much

higher XP score than Player D. Additionally, Player A took

more time than Player D achieve higher XP score.

Given the above use cases, the most reasonable measure of

productivity in the game is XP points gain.

The reasoning behind leveraging only XP points, not num-

ber of tasks, is that as shown in Use Case 1, the two players

took different paths (one choosing three relatively difficult

tasks and the other choosing one relatively difficult task, three

mediocre tasks, and one easy task) but they both achieved the

same XP points at the end of the day, in 36 minutes. For Player

B, the 36 minute duration might have been more intensive than

that of Player A because he faced more difficult monsters but

one can make a similar argument by saying that Player A kept

himself busy by completing two more tasks than Player B.

Apart from the number of tasks, the two primary reasonings

behind using XP points is 1) XP points reflect task difficulty

and 2) tasks with higher difficulty levels take more time.

Hence, coupled with time measure (time taken to complete

a set of tasks), XP points gain can provide a good measure

of a player’s productivity. The performance of Player K as a

function of Productivity (Performance Metric 1) is defined as

the following:



Performancek =

N
∑

i=1

XPi

M
∑

j=1

STj

where

XP = Experience points

N = Total number of tasks completed by Player K

ST = Session time

M = Total number of sessions during which Player K com-

pleted tasks

B. Quality as a Performance Measure

In Operations Research, quality is talked about in terms of

defects. In a similar manner, in EverQuest II, quality is defined

as success ratio, which is a measure of how successful a given

player is at completing a task. Success ratio is formulated

as (number of successful attempts) / (number of successful

attempts + number of unsuccessful attempts). Success ratio is

specific to a task and performing of that task, and therefore,

the aforementioned Performance formula can be adjusted to

account for task-specific quality. Hence, the performance of

Player K as a function of productivity and quality (Perfor-

mance Metrics 2) is as follows:

Performancek =

N
∑

i=1

XPi + (XPi × Qi)

2

M
∑

j=1

STj

where

XP = Experience points

N = Total number of tasks completed by Player K

ST = Session time

M = Total number of sessions during which Player K com-

pleted tasks

Q = Quality or success ratio associated with completing Task

i

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Dataset

The study uses one month worth of performance data which

spans March 1, 2006 and March 31, 2006. The dataset contains

over 36 million player-to-task records where over 4 million

of them are monster kills related tasks. The dataset contains

24,571 distinct players across player levels 1 through 70. For

the evaluation of ding points-based point scaling system, the

study uses eight months worth of data ranging from March,

2006 to August, 2006.

B. Evaluation of Ding Points-Based Point Scaling System

An experimental study is conducted to evaluate the existing

Point Scaling System. The game’s ding points are indicative

of player level difficulty or how much effort is needed to

move from Level i to Level i + 1. Another source of player

level difficulty is the game’s performance data. From the

performance data, we extract session time, which is indicative

of how much effort is actually being spent to move from

Level i to Level i + 1. We compare this against the ding

points-based point scaling system to see how well the ding

points-based point scaling system reflects the actual player

performance.

Fig. 2. Point Scaling System compared versus Actual Time Spent

Figure 2 is meant to compare ding point system and the

actual performance of the players. The x-axis shows the player

levels while the y-axis is a ratio. The violet curve shows the

ratio between ding points required to move from level i to

level i + 1 while the blue curve shows the ratio between

amount of time spent in moving from level i to level i + 1
divided by the maximum time spent. From this figire it can

be observed that up until Level 49, the actual time spent by

players performing tasks is more than expected. This could

potentially mean that the tasks performed by players up until

Level 49 were more challenging than expected as time spent

increases with an increasing level of task difficulty. Between

Levels 50 and 55, the actual time spent is well in accordance

with what is expected. Beyond Level 55 up until Level 68, the

actual time spent is well below what is expected. This could

potentially mean that the tasks performed were not challenging

enough as time spent decreases with a decreasing level of task

difficulty. game developers can use the above two pieces of

information to do the following.

First, they could lower standards/expectations for players

at levels below 49 by decreasing the amount of ding points

required to move up to the next level. Players will need

to either complete less number of tasks or complete less

challenging tasks. Alternatively, the score adjustment formula

can reduce the penalty imposed on lower level player.

Secondly, they chould raise the standards/expectations for

players at Levels 55 through 68 by increasing the amount of

ding points required to move up to the next level. Players

will respond by trying more challenging tasks as increasing

challenge level positively correlates with increasing experience

points necessary to move up to the next level. Alternatively,

players will need to complete more number of tasks if they

opt for not trying more challenging tasks as completing more

tasks will result in experience points gain necessary to move

up to the next level. Another way for the game developers

to respond to this finding is that in EverQuest II, experience



points are adjusted based on the player level and perhaps, the

score adjustment formula as discussed in Section II-A can

reduce the reward amount imposed on higher level player.

Analyzing the game’s performance data reveals information

valuable in understanding at what rate players advance through

completing tasks of different difficulty levels. The results from

this analysis can be used to establish a measure of how difficult

it is to move from Level i to Level i+1. This measure would be

similar to the existing Ding Points-based Point Scaling System,

however, as the study reveals, this is not completely reflective

of actual player performance.

This observation has practical consequences for game devel-

opment since it is known that one of the main attractions for

game players in any game is the challenge associated with the

game [9]. Thus it is imperative how players are more engaged

and focused when entertained through relatively challenging

tasks becasue bored players will move on or churn out [4].

Understanding this balance between keeping players relatively

busy/challenged versus bombarding them with unreasonably

difficult tasks is valuable in devising training routines for

soldiers and novices.

C. Impact of Group Formation on Individual Performance

Fig. 3. Success Ratio - Playing Solo vs. Playing in Groups

Fig. 4. Proportion of Group Players versus Solo Players

To evaluate the impact of group formation on individual

players’ performances, we computed each player’s quality

measure only in the context of monster kills. We then aggre-

gated over all players at each level, and the resulting Figure 3

shows that in most levels, individual players’ success ratios are

higher when they played in groups. Figure 4 shows a trend

that as the player level increases, the proportion of players

playing in groups increases. Higher level players tend to fight

more difficult monsters which presents the necessity to group

with other players in order to successfully kill the monsters.

Additionally, players reaching higher levels are more inclined

to join guilds or raid groups. Moreover, a player’s higher level

status attracts other players to group with him.

D. Evaluation of Performance Metrics

In this set of experiments we evaluate the first Performance

Metric. Player performance as a function of productivity

and/or quality reveals a given player’s rate at which he or she

advances through player levels by completing tasks of different

difficulty levels and/or by grouping with other players. Given

the player’s past performance, it is possible to predict his or

her future performance.

At each player level (Level i), we select N players and com-

pute their Performance Metric 1 scores. The game’s existing

ding points-based point scaling system dictates that there is

a fixed amount of points to be gained between any Level i

and Level i + 1. Given a player’s Performance Metric 1 score

and the fixed amount of points between Level i+1 and Level

i + 2, we can compute the total session time (play time) and

this becomes our prediction as to how fast this player will

advance to the next higher level in the future.

Fig. 5. Ratio of Predicted Play Time and Actual Play Time by Player Level

We compare the predicted play time against the actual

play time. We take the ratio between the two and observe

at each player level what is the margin of prediction error

is. Figure 5 shows that for Levels 2 and 3, our method

underestimated the actual play time. Between Levels 4 and

48, the margin of prediction error stays well within 18%

boundary. Beyond Level 48, the margin of error increases

and players’ performances become less predictable. For higher

level players, our method tends to underestimate the actual

play time.

Coupling this finding with Figure 3 and Figure 4 reveals

an interesting pattern. As the player level increases, group

formation becomes a more common occurrence. And playing

in groups leads to higher success ratio at the individual player’s



level. There is a tradeoff between playing solo versus playing

in groups. From timing perspective, playing solo allows a

given player to advance faster than it would if he were to play

in groups. From the perspective of successful task completion

and success ratio, playing in groups serves as an advantage in

that the chance of getting a given task done is higher for a

given individual player in this setting.

Analyzing historical performance data of a player is ex-

pected to yield information valuable in understanding his

learning trajectory over time. To further evaluate Performance

Metrics 1, we conducted an experiment. In one use case, we

used the immediate past performance data (from Level i + 1
to i + 2) as a predictor for future performance (from Level

i + 2 to i + 3). In the other use case, we used the distant past

performance data (from Level i to i + 1) as a predictor for

future performance (from Level i + 2 to i + 3).

Fig. 6. Predicted Play Time versus Actual Play Time (Distant past as a
predictor of future performance)

Figure 6 shows that the margin of prediction error is larger

when we use the distant past performance data as predictor

for future performance. It is evident from the results that

the quality of performance data as a predictor for future

performance decays with an increasing distance on the player

level scale. Our finding indicates that in order to incorporate

more distant performance data into the proposed Performance

Metrics method, some sort of a weight assignment or decay

function must be applied in such a way that the most weight

is given to the most immediate past.

Our findings indicate that our proposed Performance Metric

1 is suitable for predicting individual players’ future per-

formances in absence of impact of group formation. These

findings call for more thorough and comprehensive studies on

different types of group formations (homogeneous, heteroge-

nous, social interactions amongst the group members, etc.) and

their impact on individual players’ performances.

We conducted a similar experiment to evaluate Performance

Metric 2. In this experiment, we used only monster kill

tasks for analysis because these tasks are readily amenable

to analysis in terms of success and failure. Failure in this

context would mean the death in the game, while failure

cannot be readily described for most other tasks. The results

were not significantly different from the Performance Metric

1 evaluation results. In monster kills, taking quality into

consideration for performance metric does not lead to better

predictions. A planned addition to the current research is to

expand this analysis onto other more complex types of tasks

(i.e. quests) and evaluate whether quality does or does not play

a role in predicting individual performance in those types of

tasks.

VI. CONCLUSION

The present study analyzes EverQuest II’s player perfor-

mance data with a goal of devising individual player perfor-

mance metrics. First, our analysis reveals that the game’s ex-

isting ding points-based point scaling system is in general well

in accordance with the actual player performance observed in

the game’s historical performance data. It also reveals that

the level of granularity that the performance data offers can

potentially lead to fine tuning of the existing point scaling

system. Secondly, the proposed performance metrics define

performance as a function of productivity and/or quality. Our

findings demonstrate that a given player’s past performance

can be used as a predictor for his future performance. Our

findings also indicate that the proposed performance metrics

yield less than optimal predictions about individual players’

future performances in higher levels where group formation

increasingly becomes a common occurrence. Additionally, the

study reveals that in a certain type of task (i.e. monster kills),

the quality aspect of individual performance plays an insignif-

icant role in predicting player’s future performance. Future

directions include studying different ways of defining quality

in all types of tasks in the game for the purposes of devising

more generalizable individual player performance metrics, a

more thorough and comprehensive analysis on the impact

of group compositions and social interactions on individual

player performance, investigating individual learning trajectory

over a larger time span, and developing group performance

metrics.
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